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Doris Crozier.

Adventure her companion
By LIZ HALEY
Picture an anlhropology student on a dig in
Sweden ...a math teacher in front of 22 students
in a one-room schoolhouse in Vermont...a high school principal in occupied Germany of 1949
who had a bag packed at all times in case the
Russians came. ..an adviser LO the Cambodian
government sitting on the floor eating dinner
with her fingers. Picture any of these, and it may
be a little easil'r to get to know th<-' Dean of the
Women's College al Lindenwood.
Doris Crozier. who is beginning her sixth year
here. has nl'ver been accused of leading a routine
life. Instead. it seems that adventure has come
knockiru, al her door aL every tum.
As the youngest of three daughter!! growing up
on a Vermont form, she soys she had no
particular ambition about what she wanted to do
with her hf<.•. She credits all her desire for
11t·hievement to her "strict, perfectionist"
mother. "She Y.0S the kind who never let you
think you had achieved. You could alwdyS do
betll:'r. Jr I caml• home with a 95 per cent she'd
sav: ·1 don't Sl'l' why if you got a 95 per cent you
couldn 'L really have gotten 100 per cent.' ..
This philosophy was not without its effects on
th,• Lhrel' daughters. One was to become an
ancstht'lisl: the other a newspa1wr columnist and
1)0(•1: and the third a college administrator who •
\\.Ould tran•l nll n\er the world.
··1 alwa)·s grcY. up with the idea that J could do
ahnul whutt•wr I wanLed to,· • Crozier said.
" \lothl'r wus fond of saying. 'If you really want
Lo hadly enough of course you t·nn Jf you don' t
<lo it, it's hccause you think you want it but you
dun ·1 want it badly t•nough. "
,\ct·ordingly, <.'r01.ier has Y.Unted many things
" badly enough" because her life has been non~top e\:er smni.
lier association with education began right
afLer she i;raduated from college. .Her fi,·st
Lt•nching- job y. us in a one-room school house in
Vermont (commnn for rural pans of that state).
She had 22 :studt•nts from the eight primary
grades grouped in one class. While teaching she
bl'gan working toward her graduate degree in
.inthropoloi-.ry "hkh she ultimatl'ly received from
\cw York Uniwrsity.
NEVER A DULL MOMENT: Doris Crozier, dean of L1ndenwood I for the past six years, ls always
She tht•n ndvonct•d to lhe role of principal at a
ready with a .,mile and word of encouragement for students. She grew up believing she could do
three-room school ond taught high school mathanything 11 she wanted to badly enough and has gone on to prove 11.
(photo by Jerry Weems)
emallcs for two years After that it was up the
ladder one mor<.> rung to college teaching in
she said. "They wNe not interested in politics. If
to open. It was whil<? she was on the staff there,
V(•rmont.
people would leave them alone they didn't care
she
r<?members, that a student came running up
If h<.>rs sounds like the rather run-of-the-mill
who was running the government.·'
to her lO tell her about the four student deaths
!'Success storv of a woman in the education field,
After three years she returned to the United
that had just occurred at another Ohio '-Choolit was only the behrinning for Doris Crozier. From
States and began teaching again. She said that
Kent State Unh·ersity. h was a bad experience
1949-1951 she served as principal or a school in
she kept in touch with the people she had known
for schools all over the country she ~ays, but
occupied Germany for service and diplomatic
in Cambodia until the anti-American feeling came
particularly for thosl! in Ohio because it was so
children. lt was by no means a traditional school
m. "Then I rcnlized l'd be doing them more
close.
atmosphere because of the constant political
harm if I wrote to them because if they got
When Kenyan decided to join the separate
threat. "We always had Lo hove a suitcase
letters from the U.S. it might hurt them.'' Since
men's
and women's colleges into one coeducapocked in case the Russians came and we had to
the Communist takeover, she says she has heard
tional program. Crozier left her job there to come
e\·acuale," shl:! remembers.
nothing about what has become of them.
to Lindenwood. She \'Oiced her complaint of that
There was also a summer spent in Ghana
As the student generation of the 1960s was
change. "Women have a betler chance when you
studying schools there, not to mention other trips
beginning to emerge, Crozier was just returning
have a separate women's government. They have
to the Galapagos Islands, New Zealand, and
from the place that was to become the chief
a chance to hold jobs and to show leadership."
South America.
target of their protest mo\'ement. This coinciIn all her years m education, Crozier has witrn 1959 she was asked to go to Cambodia to be
dence led her to deep sympathy for the student
m•ssed a curious cycle in the altitude of students.
an adviser to the government m setting up a
protests of that decade. "I loved the students or
"In the 1950s ,students were very passive. tr I
t.eochers' collcgc there. They had never had such
the '60s." she says. "I loved the r,dical
would ask the girls what they wanted to do. they
a school befor<-' nnd were suddenly aware of the
students. I didn't al" ays agree with their causes,
wonted to get married and have sh. or eight.
educational needs of children in rural parts of lhe
and I certainly didn't always agree with the
children and livl:! in the suburbs. Tht•n came- the
country.
means they used to accomplish them: but I liked
l 9G0s and they changed very drastically. They
She remembers the house that she lived in as
the fact that they were really interested in trying
bl'came much more interested in causes, in
being out in the country ''with jungle all around
to do something about changing the world.·•
people, and much more radical. In t.he 1970s. I'm
us.'' 'There wct1.' different customs to adjust to
Because of a fellowship she received to serve
afraid they're getting to be more like the 1950s.
such as eating a meal on her knees with a
as an intern in the udministralive side of college
1'hey aren't as interested in causei;, They're more
banana lea( for a plate and her own fingers
life, in the 1960s she moved up the ladder once
introspective, more thinking about themselves.
substituting for kni\'es and forks , and keeping
again in her career.
It· s been almost u complete circle. "
shutters dosed al night no matter how hot
She was Sl:!nt to Chutham College for women in
Being the dean of a college and travelling all
bl'cause of the 'spirits' outside.
Pittsburgh to work with the president there as an
O\ l'r the world hn\'e more in common than may
But it wasn't the experience of adapting to a·
intl'rn. By Thanksgi\-ing, he offered her a job,
s1•cm possible, according to Crozier. One may be
nt•w culture that !~•ft its mark on her as much as
and the folloY. ing year she was hired ru. his
a little more sedat.c, but in both of them one
the coming of the war. On weekend trips to
assistant. She remained in that position for six
1wver knows whut's going to hapl)<'n m•xt.
Suigon she said she could see Amerit·an supplies
y<?ars.
As for her own future, Dean Crozier makes a
being brought in . Her biggest concern was for
lfor next move was to Kenyan College in Ohio
point of not planning ahead but also adds. "If
the country pt>oplc who hod been her neighbors.
whe n the\" askt.-d her to be the c.lean for the
somebody offered mc n job over:-cas tomorrow.
•·1 hated to think of their fields hning bombed,"
coordinate women's college they were plannmg
I'd say yes."
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ICUM elects Spencer
'··

-

.
"Of course it .doesn't run, but what
else can you do with 300 glasses,
dishes and assorted flatware?"

t

Glasses still gone
' water glasses
. 25e each
dinner plates . . .
. $ 1. 12 each
salad bowls .. . ... . ... 60e each
coffee cups . .
. ... . . 52e each
dessert dishes
... .. 45e each
teaspoon s
. .. $1.40 dozen
forks . . ..... .. . . . .. $2 .40 dozen
knives
.. .... .... . $3 dozen
Some students schedules are
such t hat they do not have time
for a meal. .Mr. ·Fortel has
begun serving lunch 15 minutes
earlier on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday ,for those · who have
clas,s es t hrough the ~egular
lunch time . He will also prepare
a sack lunch for any resident
student who pres\;lnts a note
from either Dean Crozier or
Dean Delaney stating that because of a conflict in the
student's class work or work
schedule he or she cannot make
the reg ular lurrch hour .
' 'I enjoy working with the stu.dent s and I am willing to make
changes wherever it is possible, ·
I do not Uke to keep . talking
about costs and budgets but I
have to account for the everyday
business · operations of the
cafeteria,'' Fortel said.

By LAURA PRATHER
Three weeks ago, Bob Fortel,
Director of Food Services , sent a
memo to students requesting
that the glasses taken from the
cafeteria be returned. To ,date,
100 of the 300 missing have
!1een returned .
I 'I ·do n ot want to be a policeman, " says, Forte!. "But my
budget does not allow for the
purchase of glasses, silverware, /
d ishes, etc. , until January."
T h e replaceme nt cost s for
missing piece s last year was
$3 ,000. A partial. breakdown of
this figure by single item reads:
'
THE

ibid ..
BOOKSHOP

Let · ou r "Baker's Dozen " fatten · yo ur bookshelves. This
ca, d. validated with 12 book
purchases , entitles you to $1.50
OFF your next purchase, or to
a free book for that amount .
524 SOUTH MAIN STREET
1
, 925-1521 -

By JOAN CHILDRESS
port for independent insLitutions. T9is preservaDr. William C. Spencer, president of the tion of resource is an economical way to meet the
Lindenwood Colleges, was elected president of needs of the people. Illinois , for instance, has a
the Independent Colleges and Universities of fine program that provides'modest support for its
Missouri (ICUM) at their annual meeting recently independent colleges."
held in Liberty, Mo.
!CUM 'was recently awarded a $60,000 research
Spencer said he was pleased to have been grant by the Ford Foundation. The two-year
e lected particularly ·because of the visibility his grant is designed to find out what the real costs
position will give to the Lindenwood College on a in education are in both the public and private
statewide lev~l.
sector and to make that information available to
ICUM was orginally founded in 1893 as the the public.
Missouri College Union and was concerned with
Spencer said his personal position - and he
the professional problems of common interest to emphasized that he was speaking individually
college presidents.
· and not as president of ICUM - was that
1 ''Recently ICUM is more concerned with repre"citizens and taxpayers should recognize the
senting the private sectpr of higher educatior on valuable resources of the independent colleges.
the st ate and natronal scene. As such we are an Public and private institutions are not the same."
important organization with the legislatui;e,"
The independent college is more flexible and is
--Spencer said.
'beUer' able to respond to the changing needs of
He termed the group as a professional interest the student. than is a public institution, according
group and said there were staff people in to Spencer.
J e fferson City discussing issues, doing research
''The state needs to recognize our flexibility
and working on special projects.
and responsiveness, " he said. "Changes are
ICUM is involved with many areas of concern, more difficult to implement in public institutions
bu t Spencer cited two as perhap~ the most because t he changes have to go through state
important .
offices and planning . We can assume a leader"The first most important concern.'' he said, ship role in trying new and experimental things.
" is what should be the role and responsibility of If they don' t work out, they can be dropped.
the independent institutions in higher education?
"It's_ my own personal belief that the private
"We (private institutions) educate one-fourth , institution has the edge in cost effectiveness. We
of all the students in higher education in Mis- don't have a tax levy. There's no big pot of gold.
souri. As independeht institutions we receive no It is my philosophy that this cost eff~ctiveness is
public funds from the state except indirectly good for education."
through the student grant program.
The major preoccupat ion of an independent
" The second issue facing us is how to finance college president is with finances and money,
higher educ_ation. Indepen dent institutions are in Spencer said .
·
a tremendous financial squeeze . As the costs f9r
"I'm con cerned with alumni, corporations and
educating a person go up, · the gap between the foundations. L run a small, private business. My
charges for education in a public versus what we public institution counterpart must have the
have to charge in a private institution increases - ability to deal with the community and so forth
it is more and more costly to go to a private on a political sphere. He has to be concerned
institution. Public institution s are successful in with political realities. The public institution is a
getting increased support from tax revenues.
piece of a gigantic government organization. That
"In econ·omic terms , we are in a cost/price is the fundamental difference between the private
bind . Probably our cost per student is not greater and public college. "
than and may be Jess than the cost per student in .
The state is going to h,ave to develop ,an
a public institution, but the price to the consumer effective way to . support and preserve the
is very different. ' '
·diversity bf the public college and not say_it isn't
These issues are not limited to Missouri, he their concern, Spencer said. The climate for
added , and sai9 the nation as well as the. state is change in the legislature and with citizens at
going to have to make a decision.
.
large is basicallx good, he said, then added,
' 'Unless effective, imaginative, forward-looking "We're not the fair-haired favorites we were
legislation is a dopted in the next 25• years , in the middle '60s. Higher educ'ation was the .
ultimately t~e independent institutions will be dai·ling of the legislature and federal government
priced .out of business,' ' Spencer said. ' 'If inde- then . Now our agenda as citizens is more prependent colleges go bankrupt , someone has to occup'ied with social and economic issues such as
educate those people attending private colleges energy, cost of living and pollution. The attention
and the taxpayer will bear the cost .
isn 't focused on higher education ... it 's more
"Some states pr.ovide r~asonable public sup- difficult for us now than it was then. "

Convention Center

Lindenwood, at college fair
By PAMELA VALIANT
We want you on our campus!
That wasn't quite the sales
pitch, but it does summarize the
efforts of the St. Louis National
College Fair held recently at the
St. Louis' Convention Center.
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and he reiterated that Lin9en- a fair. Mr. Gorsky termed the
wood Colleges has gone co-ed. fair a success from the number
There were quite a number of of -cards requesting additional
parent s and students and the in form ation or brochures on
atmosphere did resem~le that of 'Linden wood.

pective students and parents
on choosing the most practical
college or university, the fair
offered many services. Representatives from 180 colleges ,
universities and career schools
from around the U.S. were on
hand to discuss their institutions' programs and facilities.
Booths were .staffed by colleg e
representatives and group
information sessions on financial
aid were available, as well as a
question and answer period folfollowing each presentation.

Lindenwood Colleges was represented and its booth was
manned by Director of Admis-.
s.i ons ~ dwjn Gorsky and Amy
Bas ore , also of admissions.
Gorsky explained that there are
a lot of um~sual things that the
admissions office does, such as
putting the booth together for
the fair. Even the admission
process goes on all year Jong.
" People don't realize what 's
involved; it's a long process that
involves ,working evenings and
weekends."
As Gorsky spoke of the Lindenwood Colleges he pointed
out the fine stable of horses and
horsemanship program. The
evening college was highlighted

Co-ed itors ....... . ........ . . .. . ·... .' .'Joan Ch ildress
Lisa .Myers
Feature Ed itor . . . : .. . . . .. . . ... . ...... .. Liz Haley
Sports Editor . .. . .. . ·. .. . . . ..... . ... . . Chuck Gell;>er
Photo Editor ....... . .... . ..... . .. . ..... Roy Sykes
Assistant Photo Editor .. . . . . .-. .. : . . ..... . . Tom Joy
Advertising Manager ... . . . . . .. . . .... Lori Amendora
Business Manager -. .. . . . . .......... Keith Carpenter
Special Art Work_/ Flag Design . ....... Maureen Tolie
Faculty Advisers . . . ·...... . . . . . . .. . Dennis Corcoran,
Bob Wilke

. Staff.: Greg Barnett, Caro[yn Bascom , Lori Blackwell ,
Joan Elliott, Skip Hale, Lee Hatcher, Steve
Marcotte, Martha ·Michael, Chr is Miller , Dennis Miller, Kathy Pennington , Laura Prather,
Vicki Richardson , Nancy ~:liemer , Sandy
Strauss, Carolyn Su ll ivan, Pamela Valiant,
Jerr y Weems
. The ' ibis is published bi-monthly ' by th~ stu,de11fs of, \h~
Linden wood Collegtls , . ',S) . . C~arlfl~! !'Ais,59y~iJ J _6_3301 .3 r 'rhon~:724-9427. The views and opin ions expresseo hereln are the
responsibility of the editors and not necessarily those of the
facul ty, administration or the students ' of the Linden"":ood
Colleges.
The ibis we lcomes letters and commentary from all members of
the Lindenwood community concerning cam pus events, as well as
items printed in the ibis.
' All letters will be printed within space lim itations and
standards of decency and accuracy as set by the ibis staff .
.Al l letters must be signed, however, names may be withheld
upon req uest. Letters should be sent to the ibis, Box 670,
Linde nwood Colleges .
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Steve Karmen

'Jingles are art form'
By KATHY PENNINGTON
"Jjjack, Jjjack, Jjjack, Jack in the Box ...
Wrigley's Spearmint Gum, Gum, Gum .. .It's time
for a Tic-Tac (tock, tock) the original mouth
whack ... When you say Budweiser, you've said it
all." Do these words sound slightly familiar to
you?
In our media-oriented society. a person would
have to be a hermit not to have heard any of
these commercials. However, few people know
who is responsible for the jingles that promote
these products. Steve Karmen, at the age of 40,
is probably the most prolific composer of radio
and television commercials in America.
Karmen was recently in St. Louis to talk with
the sales representatives from Budweiser beer,

'The spoken word is not
needed today, music is
the communication .. .'

RHYMES FOR A REASO N: Steve Karmen, composer of n1,1merous
radio and television commercials, talks about his work to Lindenwood
students.
(photo by Jerry Weems)

International show
problems, but fun
By JOAN ELUO'IT
done and she still hadn ·t arThe audience cheered the rived. the Kuwait studtmts re•
heroes, hissed the villain, turned to the stage for an
empathized with the action, impromptu dance. ln the middle
stomped their feet during the of it they spontaneously broke
gaps. A melodrama? Hardly. into song. This time, not only
Just all part of the fun at the were they performing their native dance, they were having a
International Night Program.
good
lime.
About 125 students and faculty members showed up for the
Salina W ong returned with
International Night performance her guitar to sing " Friends."
in J elkyl Center on Nov. 10. The audience's approval was
Ethan Tarhan produced and clearly evident.
Andre Renaud Il directed the
Just as J efferson announced
program of songs, dances and
poetry by the international stu- the close of the show someone
dents. the lntemational Folk in the audience said that Simone
Dance class of Grazina Amonas had arrived. After a seemingly
endless 20 minutes she was
and a guest belly dancer.
The students from Kuwait ready to perform.
opened up the program. WearWhen Simone finally ap•
ing their native, solid-colored
dress they did a dance accom- peared on stage, the audience
greeted her kindly. Her orange
panied by two tambourines.
Khaled Alhj1 of Saudi Arabia and gold fringed costume
recited two poems. His words. brought some shouts and whiswere foreign but the message tles. Her performance provided
he conveyed with gestures and an exciting climax to the program.
voice tone was universal.
The International Dance class
Student opinions polled the
performed four dances, then next day, ran high on the
Mary Ishii, wearing a long, performance, low on the M.C.
black. flowered dress did a
"He blew the whole thing. He
graceful and inspiring Hula
had
no respect. They needed
Dance to the music of · 'l am
somebody more serious," Faruk
Hawaii."
Selina Wong, a student from said.
Renaud, the director, said
Hong Kong, accompanied her" We had good cooperation
self with a guitar and sang.
What happened between the among the crew and the cast.
performances contrasted sharply What went on behind the scenes
with what happened during was well organized." But then
them. Don Jefferson, master of he added , "There was little
ceremonies, filled in between humor in what Jefferson did. He
acts with frivolous, almost tried to make sometl\,ing funny
mocking' comments. The aud- of the whole thing.''
ience responded with obvious
Jefferson said be was told to
irritation to his comments.
fill in with jokes. While be
A broadcast student and disc admitted it didn't seem to fit
jockey for KCLC, Jefferson ac- with the rest of the program, he
cepted the job as M.C. a week sajd this was all he was preb41fore the perlormance. He ' pared to do.
replaced Faruk Erhan, unable to
As Renaud said, perhaps it
serve as M.C. as planned bewas just a breakdown in comcause of a broken ankle.
To make matters worse, the munication. However, with the
belly dancer was late. Simone, initial Oare of anger out of the
who performs regularly at way, what will undoubtedly long
Alexi's, a Greek restaurant, was be remembered is that the
hired for the program. She was international students, the
asked to be ready to perform at dance class and Simone put on
one terrific International Night
8:45.
At 9: 0 when
c s wer
Pro am.

and look time out of his busy schedule to talk to
the business and broadcasting majors at The
Lindenwood Colleges.
Karmen has an inte resting history. After
graduating from high school, he wanted to
become a brain surgeon . He dropped out of
medical school after six months because he had a
" burning desire for music." He went to music
school, but was unhappy with it because he was
required to take so many electives. Karmen then
bounced around through different acting schools.
He took jobs in night clubs, and earned a
reputation as a calypso singer. In 1957 he
appeared on Arthur Godfrey's show for six weeks
as a s inger , but this music did not fit into the
style of the time. People wanted to hear Frank
Sinatra or young Elvis Presl~y.
In 1959 he wrote the musical score for a
pornographic film. "In those days," he recalls,
" they were called nudies." He explained that
when hard core porn came in vogue, the quality
of the people involved in them changed . He was
hfred to write his first commercial jingle after 30
movies for none other than the Girl Scouts.
The jingle that really put him on the road was
the one that never ends; " You can take Salem
out or the country but ...you can·t take the
country out of Salem." People began begging
him to write a campaign like that for their
product. Karmen believes that you cannot sell
the same thing to people twice. "You cannot
imitate.'· That sound was strictly for the Salem
commercial. He added, "If you can't do it any
better than it's been done• don't do it."
He believes that the jingle is an art form. The
memorability of a commercial is the music. ''The
spoken word is not needed today, music is the
communication ... Music is the motivating force to
break down all language barriers.''

If you are in a room with the radio or television on for background music and you are not
able to hear what it is actually saying, the music
to a commercial should bring to mind that
product. He explains it well to potential clients
on his demo tape entitled, People Don't Hum the
Announcer. Each advertisement should have an
identifying sound . Karmen likes to use a lot of
tympani in his commercials.
He a lso places a big emphasis on the lyrics of
a commercial. "The music is nice, but you have
to hear the words. It's no accident, you have to
hear every syllable.·' The key line to a
commercial is given to him by the agency he
represents. He then sits down at t he piano,
trying to conjure up the sound that will fit with
that line. He commented that, "Advertising takes
30 hours a day.'·
Karmen explained, " It's my job to get you into
the store.·' He will not take an account if he does
not believe in the product. In eleven years of
writing jingles. he has lost only two campaigns.
··when people ask me what my favorite commercial is, I like to give them some corny answer
like, ·1 haven't writte n it yet.' " The one that he
seemed to be the proudest of is the .. Pitch In"
spot. When he played a recording of it, Karmen
was interrupted by thunderous applause from the
audience.
The people that sing his jingles have no vocal
notariety. However, they must be talented in
order to come in and whip out a tune. Sight
reading is very important in the ad,·ertising
media. When he is showing his spot to the
agency'& executives, he doesn't look at the performer, because he is interested only in the
sound.
He has sung in only one of his commercials,
"There's nothing like the face of a kid eatin· a

'The industry is trying
to raise their standards in
advertising.. .! have raised mine.'
He rshey bar," but he feels he has the talent to
do more. Recently widowed, he has written song"'
to cope with the fodings he has Ill this stugt.> in
his life. They are featured on an album that he 1s
currently completing titled, "We·w All Bel'n
There. · · His lyrics discuss the problems of insecurity those who lose a loved one must conteni:i
with.
Addressing a group of students for the lirst
time. he reflected. "Madis1>n ovenue (advertisingl is the force today. The industry b trying
to raise their standards in ad,·ertising... l have
raised mine." Steve Karmen sums i~ all up in
one thought. " I love it. lt"s my number one
business and I'm proud of it."

HANDY PANTRY
FOOD STORE
140 North Kingshighway
ACROSS FROM E. MITCHELL AUTO SALES
JUST A FEW DOORS FROM KISS DONUT SHOP

Open 7 Days A Week
lnduding Holidays

7 A.M. to 11 P.M.
• GROCERIES • FROZEN FOODS • SOFT. DRINKS • BEER
• WINE • LIQUOR • HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
• CIGARITTES AND TOBACCO • DAIRY PRODUCTS
• LAUNDRY PRODUCTS, ETC.

\
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Edu6ation Club

~

-determined bunch' Inde,pendent _studies
.

.

By GREG BARNETT
When -e.ducation major Ren·e e Dieckmann says
her fellow education students are "a determined
bunch of people." She has something to back her
statement with - Lindenwood's rejuvenated
education club.
Emerging from a period of inactivity, the club
is now m "eting on a regular basis, sponsoring
lectures on various aspects of education and
working on projects.
" We 're starting really with nothing and we're
trying to build up step-by-step," said Dieckmann, the club's president, who stressed that the
organization is for. people interested in education
as well as education majors.
Tommy Hayman, elementary representative to
the Council on Teacher Education, explained that
the club "really started last year wheri Dr. (John)
Burd gave us the idea of getting it going." Burd,
chairman of the Education Department at
Lindenwood, is the club's current adviser.
Haymen said it was difficult to get the club
moving last year with three new education professors starting their work at Lindenwood.
But this year the education club, seems to have
taken hold. In addition to the three official
meetings the club has held, offi<;ers meet once
week to discuss financial matters, ideas for
activities and items to go in an education newsletter.
Burd recently spoke at a club meeting on
British primary edu.c ation and he says the club
may ·ask other educators to speak on education in
foreign countries. With a stress. on multi-cultural
education at Lindenwood this year, education in
Vietnan;), Arabia, France and Italy may be some
of the other topics discussed.
,
' ·We hope to have other speakers in to talk
about other areas of education," Dieckmann said.
Before the end of the fall semester, the club
expects to host speakers from the National
Education Association (N.E.A.) and Missouri
State 'I'eacher·s Association (M.S.T.,I:\..), two
organizations which represent · teachers in the
·state . Both groups liave , student organizations
and· it i;-: possible the club will join one of the
groups.
"We 'd like to g et a consensus by January,"
says Hayman . "That· s a major concern of the
r lub right now...
'
Tlw club has also undertaken several projects
this _v HW .
As inentioned earlier. the club publishes a
new.~ldter in orde r to inform e ducation students
ot' c-am1nis news pertaining to· education .
The organization rece ived no money this year
from · lht' appropriations boa rd and so it m ust
rais0 money through projects such as a recent
i,,,l"· i;i;lc. wh ith yielded $34 . One of the reasons

a

the education club wants to raisel money is that it
would like to contribute materials to a proposed
learning resource center for f!ducation students in
the library.
The resourc1:; center would house various
education· materials such as a curriculum guide of
schools around.the country, curriculum texts and
reference books. It would also be a place where
students could make · audio-visual materials for
the classroom and learn to operate audio-visual
equipment. Plans are to put the center in part of
the language lab room of the library, . says Dieckmann.
Both Dieckmann and Hayman stressed the
importance of having educational materials in one
central location in the library.
Hayman added that the· resources center
"would' give us the opportunity to research our
classes more.'' He said he currently has to go to
other college libraries to research education
topics.
·
' 'I feel an educational resource center would
help me be a better teacher and better prepare
me," Dieckmann commented.
Beyond actual projects, the two club 'leaders
and their advisor all say that unity among
education majors is one of the key purposes of
the club.
"I'd like to see the education club bring the
education majors together so that- they can
become aware of each other and of what the
education club is trying to do,' ' said Dieckmann.
"Secondly, I'd like to see the education club
open up opportunities for us to grow.''
"We want to bring all the education majors
together so that we can experience from .others,"
Hayman added.
·
Burd says the. club gives education majors "a
particular organization that they can belong to
that gives them a single purpose ."
Education majors comprise a large segment of
Lindenwood's student population. Dieckmann and
Hayman estimated the number of education
majors at the cQllege to be over 100.
The average number of students attending the
club 's meetings is about 15 to 20 people per
meeting, and both club leaders says they expect
that number to increase.
"I think, hopefully, some of our activities will
be enriching enough that they (education students) wUl want to come,'' Dieckmann says.
' ·1 see it growing because I think a department
needs .Lo be a unit ... the people running the
dep&rtment, the people in the department need
to be a solid group, " Hayman added.And if education majors are as determined as
Dieckmann says t hey are,. the education club is
bound to succeed .

show practical side

J3y JERRY W~EMS
broaden his scope for fear of
"Education away from the
over-specializing.
classroom' is important,'' said
"The out-of-classroom educaPatrick F. Delaney, Dean of the
tional process· can extend from
Lindenwood Colleges for men.
'the liberal arts framework,"
"It provides e)Cperience and
Delaney said. ''I don't think we
allows the student to see the
will totally move from the trapractical side of the classroom."
ditional education. I don't think
Delaney's remarks were diit would be the proper way to
rected at the out-of-the class- - go.
'
room education which comes
' 'But there must be a proper
from independent studies, inbalance. If you go strictly out of
ternships and field studies at
the classroom it's possible the
The Colleges.
student will ·not get the overall
These three learning expereducation and might overiences are important to The Col- - specialize.
leges as they allow the .student
"Education must respond to
to explore himself and his
society. It must insure a broader
career at the same time. They 1 base because in the future some
also allow the student to earn
jobs will be obsolete. Clear,
academic credit in the learning
analytical thinking, the developprocess.
ment of good habits of the mind
"It's wonderful the students
and discipline are needed in all
can receive this,'' Delaney said.
careers," he said.
' 'It helps the students make ·
Linden.wood seems to have
career decisions one way or the
the proper balance 'with the outother."
·
o f-the classroom education
receiving wide-spread accepDelaney believes the educatance from the faculty and from
tional process is moving out of
the community.
the classroom more. There are
''Lindenwood is ·ahead in the
economic factors involved b'ut he
way they handle the indealso recognizes the traditional
pendent study," Delaney said.
liberal arts. education as being
The Colleges have offered this
the framework.
particular educational exper''It's an answer to the stuience for some time. It first
dents' demands of relevance to
gained greater interest in the
what they-are doing," Delaney
communications arts department
remarked. "Economically bein the early 70's and has since
cause students are more interspread into all departments.
ested in job security at an
' 'The acceptance has been
earlier age."
great from the agencies and it
"A , college education isn ;t
gives the college great ex· supposed to guarantee jobs and
posure," Delaney concluded.
now both the college and the
''The students become spokesstudent are interested,' ' Delaney
men for the -college.''
said. " Other .economic forecasts
Phil Irons is just such a
say the young adult_ will change
student. Starting -with the secjobs three to four times in his
ond semester of his sophomore
lifetime . The student wants to , year, he has discovered the

Billy Barta keeping busy
planning business career
Hv LISA G. MYERS
\\'hih• mo.:,t stud<.'nts have four years or more
t>f · 'higher education··, Billy Barta.has packed his
l'cluration, collcgP Pxperienc_es and activities into.
0111;- thrPe.

riarta will graduate from Lin•denwood in May at
th.c• age_ nf 20. Although not unheard of, it's still

...

not common for stud<➔nts to finiHh high school
\1 ilh :JO hours of college credit and fulfill their
dl•gr,•r r,;,quirernents in three years'. Nol only
that, hut he has managed to maintain a grade
point avt'ragc of 3.82. tq be active in spor.ts and
in stlldPnl 1,tovernment, all of which he combines
with his work-study in the library ..
Rarti; attribute:-; much of his preparation for his
colk•ge vears to his high school. Ile attended St.
l.nuis Univen;ity High School.
· ·Jt was a great high schoo.l - <:ollege prep aqd
it was tc,ugh." he said. "We had six 50 minute
cnurses a day. evp1·y day. It was a very rigid
· sclwdule."
/\t Lindenwood, Barta says he feels' things are
muC"h more flexible.
· That· s one of the things I really like about
hPrP. l have more free time.''
He u:,;es a lot of that free Lime for his sports.
He's played :,occer all three years and baseball
for Jw<). He onjoys tennis and plans to join the
Lindenwootl team in the spring.
This year he has added obligations in the form
ol student auditor. In this position it is his
responsibility to record disbursements of money,
kl'eping the books for the monf'y appropriated
from student activity fees. Ile is also on the
,Judicial Roard for LC II - the aspect of student
go\'ermnent established to interpret the regulati9ns of the student bQdy, protect the rights of
the individual student and maintain an orderly
cori1munity lifE•.
Beside · his scholastic activities, Barta has
numerous other ·interests. He is an avid reader.
naming Hemingway and J .R. Tolkien•~ "Trilogy"
among his favorites.
"I also love music - jazz, rock and even
classical.
·
"Actually/' he admitted, "I just started

getting into classical this pasL vear. It kind of
g:-ows on you ...
H.e ad<le<l that helikes the out-of-doors. particularly canoeing and camping.
"As a matter of 'fact," he laughed, "When [
was small, mv brother and I used to finance our
camping . trips by catching snakes, lizards and
turtles and selling them to pet flhops."
Despite his accomplishments in his three years
at Linclenwood, Barta says he origin11-lly wasn't
Uiat sure about college.
··when [ got out of ~ig-h school, I really
wanted to go traveling - see the United States
and Caiiada. I didn't know if this was what' I
really wanted ...
H~'s a little more sure about what he wants
now. He will graduate w--nti a bachelor .of arts
degree in business with an ,emphasis in acco1mting.
· 'I think Linden wood has a tremendous Business Department," he said. "Dr. ·Westphal, my
adviser: Bob King in Finance and Joan Rull in
Accounting· are all excellent instructors.''
Harta plans to continue his business education
in _graduat~ school. Right now he says he' s
looking at Dartmouth and McGill University in
Montreal.
··Eventually I'm interested in starting a
managemenL consultant firm to study corporations for efficiency,·' he said.
Barta says he was influenced jn many ways.in
his .life by his older brother Raphael.
"He taught me to play sports - soccer, baseball, tennis, basketball, and he provided a lot of
guidance for me. I also got my interest in
business from him.''
Obviously that influence was greatly positive.
"Added to the rest of his accomplishments. this
year Bart.a was selected for inclusion in the
1977-78 edition of Who's Wb9 Am<lng Students
in American Universities and Colleges.
'·'J really like Linden wood." he said. ''I'll be
sorry to leave it. It.'s small and friendly here. I
feel that since I came here, I've learned a lot about life . not just academics. I feel more
mature. Overall t_h e school has changed: a lot
since I got here - mostly for the p_osit ive."

FREE FORM: Phil Irons says independent studres allow him to shape
his

study around his life.

(photo· by

Jerry Weems) /

Bloodmobile 1
Hy SANDY STRAUSS
final stages of actual giving, the
reactions were many and varied.
It's t,hat time again when the
One girl said it was her first
Red Cross Bloodmobile goes
· time to give. She haEl. some
looking for donors to ''branch
reservations and several quesout to others..·'
tions. She asked, ''What is it
Tbe Bloodmobile visited the
Lindenwpod campus on Nov. 9
like? Does it hurt?" After being
with the hope of finding 100
reassured that it wasn't all that
donors . The weather and sickbad by several who had given
ness took their tolls however,
before, she appeared a little
and only' about 65 people actualmore relaxed. One calm donor
ly gave blood.
remarked that it was her
seventh time to give blood and
About mid-afternoon, young
she would reach her gallon point
men and women sat at various
the next time. One of. the male
stages of the process_ Some
students mumbled, • 'I really
were still checking in, while
don't know why I'm here," from
others were going through all
the routine tests of 'temperatime to time.
ture, blood ,pressure and blood
All of these people passed
sampling. Some were being
with flying colors, of course,
questioned by several nurses
inspired by Dean Patrick Deabout their medical history,
laney. As he lay on the table, he
whether they had ever had c{lrsaid. ''This is my fourth to sixth
tain sicknesses or recent medtilne to give blood, I ~tarted
ication or sickness. Several
giving 27 years ago when I still
prospective donors were turned
had to get my parents' condown, according to the nurse ·
sent," He added that this was
keeping the records, and the
his thii;d time to give this yeal'.
biggest cause was low iron in
Relief was evident in the
the blood.
faces of all who had given blood
For those who reacned the
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KCLC is hard work

AWAY FROM CLASSROOM: Dean Patrick Delaney sees out-ofclassroom process as extending the liberal arts framework.
(photo by J erry Weems)

/

value of the out-of-the classroom
education.
''The classroom is too structured," Irons began. "Some
people need to have a book in
front of them whereas the inde-.
pendent study allows · me to
more or less shape my 'study)
around my life rather than my
life around my studying. "
Irons hasn't used independent
studies to get a round working
for his education but has used
the process to his advantage.
For some careers and people,
standardized education is okay, "
Irons pointed out . "Some people
need to be told what to learn. It
was bad for me.
"Once the classroom work is
over, you think the work is
finished. There ' s no urge to go
on. But I find myself taking
things on my own and learning."
Irons believes if it was not for
the independent study he would
not be as far into his career as
he is. lfo found the classroom
was stunting his development.
"If not for independent
studies T probably wouldn't be
in radio (his career) because I
would havr\ hNm bogged down
with other stuff and would've
lost intt,rest,'' Irons asserted.
"You get such a closed atmo>1•
phere in the classroom and I
needed to find out what wa.;

going on. The internship threw
me into the pool. "
Irons enjoys the freedom aJlotted him through independent
studies. He has also experienced
what 1t will be like following
college. He feels learning never
ends .
" You get a better taste of
what you are getting into,"
Iron s said.
''Indepe nde nt
studies are more like life than
the classroom because once out
of school, you' re basically taking
inde p e ndent studies all the
time. The schooling neve r
stops."
''l know my capabilities are
endless-you can go as far as
you want to go," Irons concluded.
Independent studies, internships and field studies are
valuable learning tools. They
are as numerous and as diversified as the students make them.
They are a way of learning in a
different environment compared
to the standard education
Both Delaney and Irons agree
on the worth of the out-of-the
dassroom experience. Neither
has heard negative Mmment
about this particular learning
instrument.
To n degree 1 it is a way out of
the classroom. And studc•nts are
looking for that. Whal 11 way to .
go

isi ts _campus

,
as· they sat munching cookies
and talking ' afterwards, under
the watchful eyes of Red Cross
workers. Most newcomers had
to admit it wasn't as bad as
they expected. Many felt weak
and ravenously hungry, but to
the amazement of the nurse
with the records, no one fainted

got sick. She claimed it was a
rare occasion when no one
passed out and it was a good
group, even though it was
small. Maybe next time will be
easier for those who were beginners this time. Maybe they will
pass the word and continue to
''branch out to others."
01·

TGIF at Spencer's
By SANDY STRAUSS

The Thank God It's Friday
(T.G.1.F.) party sponsored by
the Women· s Association for the
Linden wood Colleges (W ALC)
appeared to be a great success
although the attendance of
faculty and administration, was
much greater than that of students who helped with the
Sesquicentennial Fair.
Starting al 5 p.m.. guests
gath~reti at the President's
House to enjoy a variety of different goodies and drinks and
conversation with many different
people who had given much

time an&' effort to making the
fair work. 1t was appropriate to
celebrate the fair which had
brought so much in sorely
needed funds for the new
student center. However, it was
1:1ad to see that those who would
profit from the student center,
the underclassmen of Lindenwood College, were so poorly
represented at the party. Many
upperclassmen were there:
those who won't benefit from
the construction of the center,
but were excited by seeing it
finally becoming a reality for
students of the future.

By KEITH CARP~NTER
"Imaginative and terrifically hard-working," is
how Bob White, Lindenwood's director of broadcasting, describes the following people :
·
Judy Cox, Noel Siegfried, Randy Gittleman,
Barb Rogers, Don Keeran, Joel Ambelang,
Wendy Eisenberg, Gene Roberts, Dean Hood,
Sam Word, Paul Boschert, Kathy Pennington,
Mark Rollings, Jim Hulsey, Ste! Pontikes, Greg
Duchinsky, Marc Strauss, Phil Irons, Randy
Schoenig, Dan Fry, Jeanne Robinson, Craig
Blum, Don Jefferson, Rich Ramsey, Steve Marcotte, LaDonna Marsh, Steve • Wood, Diana·
Vanlseghem, Chuck Gelber, Larry Desemone,
Bob Ramsey, and Terry Moses.
They are the student managers and staffers of
KCLC, (FM 89.1) Lindenwood's radio station that
goes out to the entire St. Charles area.
To the person who has never been exposed to
' 'squawk box" procedures, radio stations may
bring to mind electronic wizards struggling to
keep their wires straight, ''On the Air'' signs ·
lighting up and· sending everyone into a frenzy,
and disc jockeys bordering on lunacy.
But a tour of FM 89 can change all those preconceived ideas. The atmosphere of KCLC seems
totally re laxed. Nobody runs around frantically ,
but everyone seems to have a good time doing
the jobs that have to be done-including White.
''I function in the role of the students' adviser,
working with the management staff on the
budget and various other policies,'' h.e said,
explaining his role at the station.
Even though KCLC is totally student operated
and managed, White said an air of professional. ism exists . Whe n mistakes occur they are usually
technical, like failing to replace a cartridge, or
ones that all stations make , like mispronouncing
strange looking names on the news .
" In any radio station proficiency comes with
experience , ' 'White said. ' 'I consider the students , especially the ones who have been around
here for about a year, to b e totally professional. "
At least part of that professionalism comes
from obtaining a 3rd class radio-telephone
operators license from the Federal Communications Commission-a requirement to do any
engineering on the air. White said students need
the license to perform technical tasks like taking
transmiLter readings and keeping a log, things
that KCLC disc jockeys do .
Broadcasting students can frequently be heard
around campus talking a bout the test they must
pass for the license- usua Uy how they failed or
barely got by it .
·'A lot of people who take the test hear horror
stories about it," White said. ·'I think a lot of
students psyche themselves up and . make il
harder than it really is.''
White estimates that about half of the students
pass the test the fin,t time they take it. ' ' But
thoy can take it as many times as they need lo
pass il.," he added with a grin.
Even students without the license can always
find soml't.hing to do around the station, and
~l\'hite said that non-broa<lcusting majors are as
welcome as. those majoring in the field. He
exphiined that students ne\, to 1hc <:tation usually
begin in the nC'ws deparlmL•nt where no license is
required.
·
Do new ;;tudcnts m·t>r coml' into KCLC and
expect to get right on lhP air with · their own
howling n\Ck-nnd-roll show?
"No. J don ·1 think so, " White replied. "1'hPy
rcnlizo l)ll'y'rp not going 10 get an afternoon
show that thf')· '11 OJ right off."

EXPER IE NCE IS KEY: Bob White, director of
broadcast ing at Lindenwood says proficiency and
professionalism come with experience.
(photo by Jerry Weems)

Even so, disc jockeys aren ' t the only important
p eople around KCLC. Everyone, no matter what
task they perform, is an integral part of the
team, a team that apparently is most successful
in what they do.
And since the students are competent to operate the station professionally, how would White
compare FM 89 to other area stations like KIRL,
KMOX, or KADI?
" That's like asking the people ·of Ch annel 9,
wh ich is a p ublic service station to compare
themselves with Channel 4, which is commercial," he said . "Since we ·re a non-commercial
station, . (KCLC cannoL accept adverLising revenue) we 're really not out to pull the ratings. But
we do want people Lo listen. ·'
And they are . A casual mention of KCLC
around St. Charles usually is countered wiLh
positive remarks. Some like the rock music,
others the country and bluegrass, jazz, or informational programs like the news or "Just Conversation."
KCLC is programmed to appeal to ··a wide
variet:v of taste,'· according to White. ··And T
think we have a Lrc>mcndous following around St.
Charles,'' he said.
White pointed ouL the major problem around
the station is old equipment. "Soonl'r or later
there's going to hov,• to be a major Pquipment
transaction,'· hl' said. explaining that tl,t Pquipment b around _ninti years old and "simply \lorn
l)\ll

•

'-it•vcrtheless, he said things generally go
smoothly. .. 'A-e have a fl•v. problems likc- any
station or broadcasting !llfil1r1t.ion has. but ull in
all the station is nm wt'll imd man.1g-1•d wdl.
We'v(.• heen fortum1t.1, 10 have t1111nJgh high
quafity students Ln kPep thing:; going.'
To sec- just how well thing:- ure going, simply
Lu l\t> lo 1-19. 1 on vour VM clia I.

Botanical Gardens director •gives
biennial Alice Parker LectureHv NANCY SlEMER
· 'The move~e:-its and the position of the
conli1wnts have affectt•d the distribution of plants
and animals,'' said the rlir<'ctor of the Missouri
Hotnnicnl Garden during a lecture on Friday.
Nov. 11.
This lc•clure was one of a series of biennial
IP,·ture::. held at Lindenwood in memory of Dr
Alice Pnrk{•r. Dr. Parkc-1· 1oint•d -the Lindenwood
focully in 1928 and was chairperson of the
English Department for many years, For each
lecture. 11 guest speaker is invited to address an
opc-n meeting on a topic of general academic
intPr{'Sl. These speeches are sponsored by the
Lindt>nwood Chapter of the A,merii;an Association
of University Professors (AAUP), founded by Dr.
Parker.
I>r. Peter H. Raven's lecture was held in Jelkyl
Theatre, The topic of his talk was: "Shifting
continents and its effect on the distribution of
plants and animals '·
Dr. Huven is currently Engelmann professor of
botany at ·washington University and adjunct
professor of biology at St. Louis University and
the University of ~issou,·i in St. Louis. He is a
mcmlwr of numerous scientific societies and has
written hundreds of scientific papers. He has als,)
published six books. His special interests ·center
around plant classification and distribution and
the t•volutionary relatio]')ships between plants and
insects.

ln his lecture, Dr. llavon said it is helieved
thut all land was ccmnt•cted ar,d surroundt•d by
watc-r. Ile said that underwater activitic-s, su1·h as
earthquakes and volcnnol'S. caused the continents
IO separate and drift apart. A man named Alfred
\\'agner originated the theory of "continental
clr.ift" around the time of World War I. Wagner
supported this idea basically by matching nPighhorini; coastlines. However, there wero many
more · things that supported his statem<•nt..
Among these were the 1:1imili_arity of -rocks and
formations in different· continents and the
prt'diciability of the distribution of organisms.
\\'agner observed that organisms were not widely
dist1ibuted. It was ideas hke these that inspirl'd
men like Darwin and Wallace in their early
cons1d<>ration of a Lheorv of evolution.
With transportation and studies as advanced as
they are today. Dt. Raven said that now is the
id<•al time to carry on more research. ''The
scientists and botanists of our . generation (the
1wx't 20 to 30 years) will be better than any
subsequent time ever to work on the plant;, and
animal~ of the world, .. lw said.
Acrnrding to statistic.s, the majority of the
tropi<'al forests will bt• destroyed in the next 30 to
40 years due to the growth in human population.
IL is necessary to study these- -forests further
before they are destroyed. He also said that
research organizations and places like the
Missouri Botanical Gnrden are doing a lot to
continue and advance these studies.
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Dances main SGA business

. ;,~ the locker room

that it would have been impossible to control the crowd if
there would have been a fire or
a fight. The entire group agreed
to keep this possibility in mind
By CHUCK GELBER
playing some good football . I
while planning future gatherI guess it wasn't bard to hope the Philadelphia fans can
ings.
notice Larry Hisle's signing of a wait for a winner. It shouldn't
whopping $3 million contract be too long in coming.
Plans for the Valentines with the Milwaukee Brewers
The same cannot be said of
Dance and the Cotillion were last week. I mean, I'm 100 per the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. .
also discussed. There is a Pos- cent behind a player getting all You see, dear sports fans, they
There were many concerns sibility that the SGA will spon- he can get on a contract . - have now lost twenty four in a
expressed by SGA members sor the Valentines' Dance jointly everyone knows that sports ts row shce their inception into
over the fact that the crowd with Logan College. " Nickels" BIG BUSINESS - and. how an / the NPL. The only thing that
exceeded the capacity for the will be the band again for one of athlete ~ould wreck ~~ career could help them is nuclear
hall. A few people pointed out these dances.
by havtng a knee mJury or holocaust•
something and be finished....
Th" . ,
·
f
th
but c'mon, three million for
. 18 year s votmg o~
e
Hisle and two and a half million Hiesman Trop_hy, symbo~c of
for Richie Zisk?
the. best collegiate player in the
nation, shapes up as a real
Hisle is 30... 30! That means donnybrook. Look for one of the
By SKIP HALE
tion was won by the Jedi-Knights. They finished he has maybe three excellent closest battles in years involving
The 1977 Intramural flag-football season has the season with a perfect record of 3-0. Their years ahead at best. Zisk is an more than two players. Heading
ended and for the mcst part it was a success. only close game was a thrilling and also old 29 with a history of medical the list of probables are Earl
There were doubts in many students minds if controversial 20-19 victory over the second place
problems that date back to when Campbell of #1 Texas and Oklaintramural sports games would be successful at Bongers, who finished the season 2-1.
he
broke in with the Pirates. homa State's do-everything
Lindenwood. But the lMSC (Intramural Sports
The women's division was won by the Jockers
Council) went to work l•n getting a flag-football Wild, who also finished the season undefeated. It How SuperAgent Jerry Kap- Terry Miller. Also, pre-season
stien was able to get Ranger favorite defensive end Ross
league together and soon teams were formed.
was their tough defense and overpowering G.M. Brad Corbett to give Zisk Browner should get a healthy
Some students Wt>"e reluctant at first to join offense that lead them to first place.
a 10-year contract totally baffles share of the votes .... but he
teams but apparently decided it was a chance to
The IMSC has already began working on next me. (I guess that's why Kap- plays defense and no matter
get even with the ones vho weren't on the top of
their popularity list. 0' course this wasn't the years intramurals even though other activities are stien is called 'Super Agent') how good you are on defense,
main idea of the games, but most games seemed planned for the rest of thls year. The IMSe' has Dodgers made a wise move in you can't win the Reisman.
to end with fisticuffs or at least a few words t.o drawn up a constitution and will soon begin signing Terry Forster.... he's the Look for Rick Leach of Michigan
the opponent - words not usually found in taking applications from students who are inter- reliable lefty they need out of to garner some votes, but he
average, friendly conversati<,ns. Each team only ested in becoming an officer.
should get the Heisman next
the bullpen.
played three games which was probably for the
Those interested in holding an office or
Sorry to see Gussie Busch say year if he stays healthy-not this
best or the student e nrollment might have wanting to help with intramurals should contact he wasn't going to spend at all. year.
J oe Lowder or one of the present IMSC Let's face it, if you wanna win
declined sharply.
My picks for the best in the
The men's division of the fl. g-football competi- members.
you gotta play the other general nation, according to the pros,
managers' games. We should are Notre Dame Tight End Ken
see Bing Devine attempt to McAfee ...a super 6'4 240 pound
trade like mad come the winter athlete who can run, block and
HELP WANTED: Reporters, meeling on Wednesdays at meetings in Hawaii next month. catch like no other tight end in
FOR SALE: 1968 Mustang
Looking at the Philadelphia recent memory. Next, a fabulous
convertible, excellent condition. photographers and artists 12:35 p.m. in the Red Room of
Eagles the other day against the wide receiver from Florida, Wes
Contact Dennis Kehoe at 647- needed. Also ad salespeople the cafeteria.
Cards .....a couple of bodies on Chandler, who if he isn't the
(can earn 15 per cent commis9000.
defense and they could really be next. Lynn Swann or Cliff
sion). Those interested in workFOR SALE: Down-to-earth something. Dick Vermiel has Branch, there should be an
SHARE THE RIDE: Ride ing on Linden wood's newsavailable to the Connecticut, paper, the ibis, are asked to custom made jewelry. Stone made the Eagles competitive. investigation.
Well, that's all for now. See
New York, New J ersey area at leave their name and a number jewelry & initial necklaces. See Yes they lose, but in the six of
Christmas break. Share expen- where they can be reached in notice. on Roemer Arcade Bul- their losses they have lost by you next time •' around the
less than seven points. They are locker room. "
ses. Write Box 202 for details. Box 670 or attend any staff letin Board.

By NANCY SIEMER ,
The success of the recent
Mixer Dance was the main topic
discussed at a meeting of the
Women's Student Government
Association (SGA) on Nov. 15.
Members of the SGA extended invitations to four neighboring colleges. These colleges
were Fontbonne, Logan, Maryville, and Westminster. Students
from all the colleges did attend.
The SGA was pleased with
the number of people who attended. Many outsiders came in
addition to the students from

the participating colleges. More
than 1200 was collected at the
door. This money went to paying off bills accumulated for the
dance. Pixie Hiviland, vice president of SGA, said, "Outsiders
liked it because it was so cheap
. . .Just 76 cents to get in and
they heard a good band and got
free beer.''

~nd

Football over, not forgotten
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·Northgate Volkswag,n
Porsche-Audi & Subaru

TOM McEVOY
General Service Manager
N orthgate Volkswagen
Porsche-Audi and Subaru
"Short of cash? Come in, we'll work with you."

(coupons for
- - .;,j~liM!lr........
_,..,-.- TUNE·UP SPECIAL ""'""~
..,,-;,,
INCLUDES: PLUGS, POINTS,
VWs and
";' COMP RESSION CHECK AND VAL VE ~
Subaru only) ~~ ADJUSTMENT. v ALVE covER GAsKe Ts. ~~

Front or Rear

SPECIAL RENTAL RATES
FOR STUDENTS

11766 LEWIS & CLARK (at 1-270)
Call for appointment

741-0110
WE ALSO

SPECIALIZE IN:

(T\ ~

~~

I

I I

11
$29
95
/tumr:\::~~nc,. :c,.
• II
F11tback, Squareback, 411 & 412

\

DIAGNOSIS

Front or Rear

\

,
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All~
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..,,~- BRAKE SPECIAL For Bug,

South County Datsun
892-2325
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FOR FREE
\
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CALL 741 -0110
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Cheerleaders

'We did it ourselves!'
By SANDY STRAUSS
"We got the power to, we got
the power to, we got the power
to--whup you ... !"
A great cheer rises up from
the crowd as the Lindenwood
center stuffs a basket to put his
team one point ahead.
"Basket basket, two, two,
basket, basket, two... !'' scream
the cheerleaders, again drawing
the crowd together in support of
their team.
"We're not hei:e for tb'e
'glamor' of cheering,' 'I said
Karen Fritz, one of the main
organizers of the squad, ''we're
giving our support as much as
possible, since no one else
seems to care. The guys reaJly
wanted us to cheer."
It was the urging of members
of the basketball team that
prompted several girls to organize a cheering squad in October.
Requirements for cheerleading

were not stringent. There were
no tryouts.
'' All we asked of people .was
that they have a lot of spirit and
be willing to support their teams
by coming to the games and
cheering. You don't even have
to do any acrobatics," said
Fritz.
There was no big recruitment·
drive. Most of the r-ecruiting
was done by word · of mouth,
mainly with the idea of getting
dorm students more involved,
added Fritz.
The cheerle!lders have done
a ll the organization on their
own. There is no visible support
from the school, even financially.
"We asked for appropriations
and got none," said Fritz.
"Each girl has had to foot the
bill for her own uniform, which
runs around $30 for jumper,
body suit, socks and shoes.''
The cheerleader:; explain~d
what they were trying to achieve

while frantically preparing for
their first game of the season
shortly before game time on
Nov. 12. "We've been making
and posting signs around school
about the game," said Fritz.
They were all pleased because.
they felt their efforts had paid
off. They all thought it was one
of the largest crowds they had
seen at any game and many of
them were dorm students who
had never gotten involved very
much.
Game time rolled around and
presented the big test . Did all
their time and effort really do
any good?
"Go, go, get 'em, get 'em!"
yelled the cheerleaders. The
crowd showed more enthusiasm
than usual, even though the
team just couldn't quite put it
all together. With all the enthusiasm generated by these
eager women, however, Lindenwood's basketball can't stay on
the losing side for long.

Gutte,r Girls get 'em
By JERRY WEEMS
The Gutter Girls wasted no time in their
playoff with Daddy's Little Girls as they swept
the first two games to capture first place in
Lindenwooc!._ Colleges' fall bowling league.
The McCluer-based team of Suzanne Patterson, Suzanne Butler, Susan Swartz and Donna
Jones took games of 750-728 and 751-684 in the
scheduled best two-out-of-three games for the
championship.
The Gutter Girls and Daddy's Little Girls each
finished the season with 21-7 records as the
playoff games did not count toward team records.
Lewk and Have A Heart tied for third place
with 19-9 records with the Born Losers alone in
fourth place with a 15-13 mark. Don't Have 1\
Hair wound up fifth with a 12-16 ledger while the
Rowdy Rollers finished sixth with a 5-23 mark.
Dene Cole won the sweepstakes jackpot with a
three-game total of 616. Sue Fackler of Daddy's
Little Girls finished second among six bowlers
with a 596 total.
The scores were based on each player's handicap they had built during the season added with

what the ' bowler actually scored during the
sweepstakes nig ht.
Individual trophies were presented to: Galen
Loofbourrow, Lewk, high average (161); Mike
Halloran, Have A Heart, high game (211); Lynn
Hasenyager, Daddy's Little Girls, high game with
handicap (239); most improved bowler, Steve
Kochanski, Lewk, most improved bowler-man;
Donna Jones, Gutter Girls, most improved
bowler-woman; Dene Cole, sweepstakes winner
and Have A Heart most valuable player.
Lewk took team honors by posting the three
highest three-game scores with totals of 1,786,
1,627 and 1,614. Lewk also had the first and third
highest one-game scores with 619 and 603 totals .
Have A Heart posted a 610 for the second
highest team game score.
Loofbourrow had the two highest individual
series with a 516 and 1 514. Patterson was next
with a 500. Halloran's 211 was the one-game
high for the season. Loofbourrow's 202 was next
and Patterson and Loofbourrow each bowled a
188.

HIGH FLYER: Mark Thomas, (left) out reaches his opponent as both
go after the rebound during a recent Lion 's basketball game. At press
time the Lions were 3-4 and looking forward to the Homecoming Game
tomorrow (Dec. 2) against Sanford Brown College at 7:30 p.m. at T. L.
Hardin Junior High School.
(photo by Jerry Weems)

Assistance
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Choose from our library of 7 ,000 topics.
All papers have been prepared by our
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excellence. Send $1.00 (air mail
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The Gutter G:rls (from left) Donnc1 Jones, Susan Swartz, Suzanne Butler
Suzanne Patterson display first plac.e trophies they won in lindenwood's Fall Bowling League.
'
'
·
(photo "by Jerry Weems)
WE'RE NUMBER ONE:

By GREG BARNETI'
losing season can dampen any team's spirit,
but the coach and members of L.C.'s volleyball
squad are pleased with their progress this .3ear
despite having a winless record through seven
matches.
In an unofficial season (all the matches were
scheduled so t hat the team could practice for
league competition next year), Lindenwood has
lost to Rolla, Culver-Stockton and Maryville once,
and Jost two matches each to -F ontbonne and
Harris.
But Coach Paula Wulff says the team has
played better than its record indicates, losing
close games in many instances (in competitive
volleyball, teams play to 15 points per game and
must win two games out of three or three games
out of five to take a match).
Lindenwood's scores seem to bear out Wulff's
statement. The team has lost by a 2-1 margin
four times, a 3-2 score once and a 3-0 margin
twice.

And close scores are not the only encouraging
part of the season, according to Wulff. She says
"there was quite a lot of improvement by the
team and individuals."
Team members Paula Pettit and Rise Gilliom
agree. ''I've had a lot of experience and I feel
we've played very well," said Pettit. " I think
we've played very well for being a first year
team.''
" Individually, people have really improved,"
added Gil!i9i:n.
Next year Lindenwood will be classified in the
small division of the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Women's Association (MIAWA). Teams
in the league may include Rolla, Washington
University, Drury, Lincoln, Stevens , Maryville,
Harris and Fontbonne.
Gilliom says that playing in a league will help
the team because players will " know more in
advance" what to expect.
,.
Pettit says she is looking for "a lot of wins, a
victorious season" next ye~r.

I'
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Dial-A-Pizza

Volleyball team - no wins
but pleased with progress
A

BUTCH'S

II

"TRY THE BEST PIZZA IN TOWN"

403 Waltash

136 N. Kingshighway
St. Charles, Mo.
I t

72J-1234

'

I

'

O'Fa.rt, Mo.

272-1333

I

HOURS:
,
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
11:00 a.m. to ·2:00 a.m.
SUNDAY
4:00 p.m. to Midnig ht
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
FAST DELIVERY $.50 on $3.00 Minimum Order
II

10% Discount for LC students with I.D.

II

' "DISCOUNT ON LARGE ORDE RS, CALL FOR PRICE QUOTE"

1

½ M e North of Lindenw od o First r.a itol
- - - - - - - - - - - - - .........~ . . . , . 4M , . . 49 . . ~
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